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 Communicating about science brings unique challenges –building understanding for new and often unfamiliar areas in a language accessible enough for the masses yet close enough to the science. But communicating about Food – well that is a different kettle of fish. Everyone knows about food and has a personal relationship with it - a life of experiences and associations – sometimes  involving fear, love, religion or even profit. Combining the two areas – science and food –is what EFSA’s communications professionals do on a daily basis. And throwing in the fact that we are a public institution, with complex processes and procedures, makes it even harder to communicate in a way that is trusted and understood by various audiences. Knowing our audiences, understanding their perceptions of the various risks related to food, getting the tone and level just right, and then finding the best fit in terms of channels and formats – these challenges form our daily work. Risk Communications is in the mandate of EFSA; it is the unmissable third circle linking Risk Assessment and Risk Management. EFSA has learned many lessons in communicating about risk in the food chain in the years since its establishment. Based on these experiences we have created a way of communicating about food and feed risk with our target audiences through various channels. In my presentation I will share with you EFSA’s mission and vsion, and how EFSA’s Communications approach aims to help us achieve our goals.
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About science…

CHALLENGES OF COMMUNICATING
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TRUSTED SCIENCE FOR SAFE FOOD

Contributing to safe food and a trusted food chain for 

citizens through independent advice based on scientific 

excellence

EFSA‘s mission
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providing EU risk managers with independent, up-to-date scientific advice on questions linked to the food chain; communicating to the public on its outputs and the information on which they are based;cooperating with Member States, institutional partners and other interested parties to provide consistent advice to increase trust in the EU food safety system.EFSA’s work is changing:Close scrutiny by consumer organisations, other stakeholders and general public, while notably challenging the science’s elitist approach driving towards transparency, access to data and increased engagementKey words : contributing, we can’t do this aloneTrusted – without trust in our work it is useless and will be disregardedCitizens – we need to engage them to increase their trust in science and our processesIndependent – continually show the indepence of our expertsExcellence- always attain the best results – with time, expertise, attention, and passion for what we do.
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BUILDING TRUST THROUGH ENGAGEMENT

Challenges and opportunities for communications

Decreasing trust in 
science and public 

institutions

Need for increased 
engagement with the 

public and other 
stakeholders, improved 

accessibility of 
information and increased 
transparency in processes 

Growing cooperation 
with Member States 

and other international 
partners 

Continuous 
innovation

Understanding Risk 
Perception and its 

diversity, managing 
diverging opinions and 

uncertaininty

For EFSA - Scope 
limited to Risk 

Assessment (no Risk 
Management)



How do we communicate about risks?
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For the ﬁrst time, two-thirds of the 27 nations wesurvey (general population data) fall into the “distruster” category.The horriﬁc spread of Ebola in Western Africa, the Horse Meat Food fraud incident, the disappearance of Malaysia Airlines 370 plus two subsequent major air disasters, the arrests of top Chinese government ofﬁcials on corruption charges,the foreign exchange rate rigging by six of the world’s largest banksand the constant drumbeat of data breaches, and hacking into private information have shaken conﬁdence in all institutions. And There is a new factor depressing trust: the rapid implementation of new technologies that are changing everyday life, from food to fuel to ﬁnance. 



How do we communicate about risks?
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People trust online payments more than GMO’s? What does this say about how we communicate about science? Are we doing a good job? How can we influence what people are afraid of? Consider the parents of an eight-year-old girl named, say, Molly. Her two best friends, Amy and Imani, each live nearby. Molly’s parents know that Amy’s parents keep a gun in their house, so they have forbidden Molly to play there. Instead, Molly spends a lot of time at Imani’s house, which has a swimming pool in the backyard. Molly’s parents feel good about having made such a smart choice to protect their daughter.But according to the data, their choice isn’t smart at all. In a given year, there is one drowning of a child for every 11,000 residential pools in the United States. (In a country with 6 million pools, this means that roughly 550 children under the age of ten drown each year.) Meanwhile, there is 1 child killed by a gun for every 1 million-plus guns. (In a country with an estimated 200 million guns, this means that roughly 175 children under ten die each year from guns.) The likelihood of death by pool (1 in 11,000) versus death by gun (1 in 1 million-plus) isn’t even close: Molly is roughly 100 times more likely to die in a swimming accident at Imani’s house than in gunplay at Amy’s. 
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IMPORTANCE OF UNDERSTANDING RISK PERCEPTION
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Dread FactorsLet’s examine what factors into fear. Most of us are more concerned about a planecrash than an automobile crash, and more fearful of sharks while at the beach thanof developing skin cancer. In reality, it is 67 times riskier to travel the same distanceby car than by plane, and annually there are only 6 deaths from shark attackscompared to 48,000 from melanoma (Sunstein 2002). So what drives this falsesense of risk?Sunstein (adapted from Paul Slovic, 1993) has identified several common factorsthat influence our perception of risk, including:Catastrophic potential: If fatalities occur in large numbers in a single event(instead of dispersed over time), our perception of risk rises.Familiarity: Risks that are new or rare cause more fear than familiar ones.Understanding: If we believe that how an activity or technology works is notwell understood, our sense of risk goes up.Personal control: We worry more if we feel the potential for harm is beyondour control (e.g., a passenger in an airplane versus a driver of a car).Media attention: More media attention to a risk means more worry.Dread: If the effects generate fear, the sense of risk rises.Future generations: If the risk threatens future generates, we worry more.



Best practice in Risk Communications

•Accessible, transparent, trusted
•Understanding target audiences 

Engagement and building trust

•With the EU, Member States, Stakeholders such as scientists, industry, 
NGO’s, consumer organisations, general public, media, staff

Scientific Cooperation to strengthen 
partnerships

•Closer alignment with Member States, Joint projects, grants and 
procurements, collaborative networks, international outreach 

Key activities

HOW EFSA COMMUNICATES



Applying Best Practice of Risk Communications: 
EFSA’s Guiding principles

Openness is crucial to good 
risk communications and the 
reputation of an organisation. 

It is important that risk 
assessments are published in 
a timely way. Open dialogue 

with stakeholders and 
interested parties is also 

critical.

Communicating in a timely and 
accurate manner, even when all 
the facts are not known will, in the 
long-run, contribute to ensuring the 

source of information is seen as 
credible and trustworthy. Early 

communications are often crucial.

Transparency is key when it 
comes to build trust and 

confidence. Transparent decision-
making and a transparent 

approach to explaining how an 
organisation works, its 

governance and how it makes its 
decisions, are also crucial. 

Communicating on risks will be 
perceived as more trustworthy if 

those undertaking the risk 
assessments, and communicating 

them, are independent from 
political decision makers, industry, 

NGOs or other vested interests. 



When plan meets reality…



Media

Stakeholders

Concerned 
Individuals

Who we communicate with
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Risk Assessors -  MS & beyondRisk Managers  - EC, EP, MSPolicy Makers  - EU & beyondStakeholders  - Scientists,Academics / Environment, Consumer, Health NGOs, IndustryMedia  - Food, Health, EU AffairsPartner – Member States, International organisations, ministries



Risk 
Communication 

(RISKCOM)

External 
Relations 
(EXREL)

Advisory Forum and 
Scientific Cooperation 

(AFSCO)

How we are organised : EFSA’s Communications & External Relations    
Department  (COMMS)

• EFSA Journal

• Web

• Content

• Media Relations

• Social Media

• Institutional relations

• Stakeholders

• EU

• International Cooperation

• Article 36

• European Neighbourhood 
Programme



EFSA’s new websiteWeb

Open access

Increases visibility 
and impact 

Single point of access 
for all EFSA outputs

Risk Communication

Web content

Publications

Multimedia

Content
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EFSA journalCharacteristics- Single point of access for all EFSA outputs- Open access- Online only, no print version- Published in English only- Continuous publication- Archive back to 2003- Enables EFSA outputs to be cited - Increases visibility and impact - Indexed in main bibliographic databasesAttracts most traffic to EFSA website    - 1.5 m page views per annum- 12,000+ subscribers to monthly Table of Contents - ca. 500 outputs published per yearca. 25,000 pages published per year ContentMultimedia: infographics, videos, scrollersNew WebsiteAGORA projectInnovativeUnderstand Target Audience and NeedsGuiding principles AccessibleClearEngage



External Relations (EXREL)

Media relations

Press release

Interview

Reputation 
management

Institutional

Relation with EU

Ed engagements

Stakeholders

Social media

Strategy
Twitter



Advisory Forum and Scientific Cooperation (AFSCO)

International 
Cooperation

Bilateral
Multilateral

International 
Organisations 
(WHO, FAO, …) 

European 
Neighbourhood 

Programme

EU

Advisory Forum

Focal Points

Advisory Forum 
Communication 
Working Group

Article 36

Grants Procurements Conferences workshops



Hvala lijepa!
Any questions?
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